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The Antarctic Broadband consortium has commenced development of a broadband
satellite communications service aimed at meeting the data transfer needs of the
Antarctic community. The project has been supported through the Australian
Government’s new Australian Space Research Program (ASRP) with the aim of building
capacity and expertise in design, implementation and support of small-satellite systems in
Australia. High bandwidth communications is the largest sector of the commercial
satellite industry and while micro-satellites are yet to service this market, they may play a
role in the future. The first applications are likely to be in niches that cannot be serviced
by traditional communications satellites or terrestrial services. Antarctica is one such
niche, with the communication needs dominated by climate change-related research,
astronomy and other activities across the Antarctic continent. Traditional space and
terrestrial communications solutions are not be able to meet these needs due to the
inherent orbital limitations of geostationary communications satellites, the remoteness
and harsh environment of the Antarctic continent and the limited market size. This
paper presents the Antarctic Broadband system, describing the unique requirements of
Antarctic Communications and how they can be addressed using micro-satellites.

I. INTRODUCTION

related research, education and innovation
activities. Antarctic Broadband was selected as one
of the first-round winners of the ASRP.

A. Antarctic Broadband
The
Antarctic
Broadband
program
(www.antarcticbroadband.com) will establish a
high-quality communications service for the
international community in Antarctica. Using a
small satellite platform customised for the needs of
users in the Antarctic region, the program will
provide the hardest-to-reach continent with
dedicated links to the rest of the World. The
program is developing a number of services which
will improve communication and research support
in Antarctica as well as a number of enduring space
capabilities in Australia.
The successful execution of the Antarctic
Broadband program will provide a communications
capability in the Antarctic region that is superior to
current systems in both coverage and speed. When
complete, the Antarctic Broadband service will
directly support research in the Antarctic across
areas including climate change, astronomy,
ecosystems and meteorology.

C. Antarctic Broadband Consortium
The consortium partners bring a broad range of
specialist skills and experience to the program:
 Aerospace Concepts Pty Ltd is building on
its complex system definition and
management experience to take the lead on
consortium
governance,
project
management and systems engineering. It
has a proven track record of transitioning
research and development activities into
prototypes, and then moving those
prototypes into a commercial and
operational environment. This has been
proven through the development of several
software-intensive systems over the past
five years, including Systems Capability
Assessment Model (Systems CAM), and
products from its Model-Based Systems
Engineering and Flight Safety Analysis
programs.
 The Australian National University
Research School of Astronomy and
Astrophysics will expand its capacity and
capability outside astronomy, leading two
major work packages to support satellite
payload development for this project and

B. Australian Space Research Program
Antarctic Broadband is supported under the
Australian Government’s
Australian Space
Research Program (ASRP). The ASRP provides
$40 million over four years, through a competitive
merit-based grants program, to support space1
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beyond. ANU will establish a rapid
prototyping, assembly, integration and test
facility for small-satellite payloads, along
with a ground station and operations
facility for small satellites. Both facilities
with be located at Mt Stromlo and
coordinated with educational activities at
the University.
The University of Toronto Institute for
Aerospace
Studies,
Space
Flight
Laboratory (SFL) is conducting the
detailed design of the IceLink-1
demonstrator satellite based on flightproven SFL technologies and generic
satellite architectures.1 SFL is also
contributing
the
major
hardware
components, as well as assisting with the
setup, of the rapid prototyping R&D
facility located at ANU Mt Stromlo.
EM Solutions Pty Ltd of Brisbane is
leading the development of a prototype
communications
payload,
from
waveguides, electronics and antenna
systems through to evaluation testing at
the rapid prototyping facility being built at
ANU Mt Stromlo.
Environmental Systems & Services
(ES&S) Pty Ltd of Melbourne has
extensive experience in satellite ground
station development, including Antarctic
installations. ES&S will develop a set of
ground terminals with a precision tracking
mount, modem and software-defined
radios, hardened for the extremes of the
Antarctic environment.
Josephmark Pty Ltd of Brisbane will use
its expertise in creative design, public
relations, branding and online engagement
to tell the story of Antarctic Broadband to
the public and to communicate the
achievements of the consortium.
The Tauri Group of Virginia, USA
represents the interests of the Antarctic
Broadband consortium in North America –
building
relationships
with
future
customers, partners and suppliers. The
needs of these stakeholders are vital to
creating a viable system design.

Antarctic coastline is the windiest place on Earth
and is often beset with storms, while the plateau is
exceedingly dry with relatively little wind. Blown
snow and ice will fill all cavities and build up into
drifts, and can destroy mechanisms and gears in a
similar way to blown sand. The Antarctic plateau is
up to 4000 metres high, requiring bases to have
hyperbaric chambers in case of altitude sickness.
Many materials do not behave as expected under
these conditions and it is often not possible to
undertake repairs on equipment in a timely manner.
As the continent is exceedingly remote and hard
to reach in winter, critical systems have extreme
reliability requirements due to the cost and risk to
life of system failures. The difficulty of access
results in an install costs for equipment that is
typically many times the purchase price of the
equipment. Building structures on the ice is both
difficult and expensive, and they are prone to tilt
and sink over time. Power is extremely expensive
as diesel fuel for generators must often be
transported by air and batteries must be sized for
the long polar night and their temperature
maintained above their freezing point.
The choice of satellite orbit is a critical element
of an Antarctic communication service. Satellites in
geostationary orbits see only a very small fraction
of the continent and at very low elevation angles.
Long distances to gateway stations preclude a Low
Earth Orbit bent pipe system, causing solutions
providers to reach for higher orbits and/or intersatellite links; higher satellite orbits generally have
a longer dwell time but significantly higher
radiation exposure. Albedo (reflectivity) also
changes significantly from summer to winter,
leading to complex thermal and power design
issues for the spacecraft.
The relatively low number and scarcity of users
is also a key factor. Those users are more interested
in spending their infrastructure money on the ice
and not in space. Additionally, the number of users
varies significantly over the year on a seasonal
basis creating peaks and troughs in demand. The
business case must therefore be thoroughly
developed.
B. Development Path
The Antarctic Broadband consortium will
develop and operate two distinct satellite systems to
build up the capability of the service.
IceLink-1 will test key technologies,
assumptions and techniques. By providing reliable,
relatively high bandwidth connections between
Antarctic sites, it will allow users to test new
paradigms for operations, remote control, data
collection and distribution within Antarctica.
IceLink-2 and IceLink-3, the operational
satellites, will build on the lessons learned from
IceLink-1 to establish a small-satellite constellation
providing broadband services to Antarctica.

II. CONCEPT
A. Unique Requirements
There are some unique system requirements for
operating a satellite communication system in
Antarctica.
Antarctic is an extreme environment for all
ground equipment. Temperatures on the plateau in
winter can reach -90° Celsius while summer
temperatures rise above freezing in many places,
creating problems of both heating and cooling. The
2
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The second stage, ‘nanosatellite demonstration
and operational system detailed design’ (illustrated
in Fig 2), will see the deployment of IceLink-1,
hosting an Australian-developed communications
payload, into orbit. It will be controlled from the
newly-created Small-Satellite Operations Facility at
ANU Mt Stromlo.
This stage will also see development of up to
six prototype two-metre dish ground station
terminals for deployment and test at sites in
Antarctica. The operational system detailed design
will be completed using lessons learned and
performance data from IceLink-1.

Fig 1. Definition and capability development.
The first stage the development, ‘definition and
capability development’ (illustrated in Fig 1), will
result in a number of inter-related outcomes:
 Detailed design of the IceLink-1
demonstrator system, including production
plans will be completed.
 Preliminary design of the operational
system, including mission concept and
sub-system requirements, will also be
completed.
 The rapid prototyping, integration and test
facility and the TT&C ground-station test
facility will be established for smallsatellite payloads at ANU Mt Stromlo,
including equipment, fully commissioned
processes and systems, S-band and UHF
transceivers, radio and tracking equipment,
and trained operators.
 A ground station terminal and Ka-Band
payload prototype will be designed.

Fig 3. Operational system commercial service.
The third stage of the program, ‘operational
system manufacture, launch and operations’
(illustrated in Fig 3), takes the operational system
detailed design from paper into orbit. A
constellation of small satellites will be deployed to
provide extended coverage over Antarctica.
This will also require the establishment of a
number of dedicated gateways in the Southern
Hemisphere, and up to twenty two-metre dish
ground station terminals located at customer sites in
Antarctica. Ongoing operations and replacement or
additional of satellites in the constellation will be
undertaken as needed.

III. MICRO-SATELLITE NICHE
A. Telecommunications Market
The environmental and orbital requirements
described above, as well as the limited number of
potential customers, means that Antarctica is not a
key market for mainstream telecommunications
providers.
These providers typically aim to achieve
efficiencies of scale by servicing thousands to

Fig 2. Demonstration and detailed design.
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millions of users through the use of large
geostationary satellites with many transponders
each with up to 1 Gbps capacity. For example,
recent plans for Australia’s new National
Broadband Network have considered geostationary
satellites each with dozens of such transponders.
Current demand for communications across the
entire Antarctic continent and surrounding oceans
would be over-supplied by only one of these
transponders. Because there are significantly fewer
users per area, the trade-off between spot beams
and area coverage beams, demand unorthodox
novel antenna configurations and operational
modes. Furthermore, the main data-generating
research in climate change and astronomy ensures
that the user profiles and upload/download ratio is
significantly different from traditional consumer
and business markets.

capabilities required to achieve the more
demanding requirements of developing, launching
and operating IceLink-2 and IceLink-3.
The Antarctic Broadband system will achieve a
number of ‘firsts’, principally by opening a niche
telecommunications market for microsatellites.
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B. Small and Low Cost
A phased implementation of Antarctic
Broadband allows a tailoring of system capacity to
closely align with users needs at the lowest possible
overall cost to customers. The focus on a costeffective solution for a small market has guided the
design towards a microsatellite platform in a highly
elliptical orbit.
Risk management approaches developed in the
microsatellite industry are very important to the
success of this mission, and there is now enough
data on their performance to show that these
approaches are successful. Importantly, the prudent
and cautious use of redundancy, and the trading of
heritage against competitiveness of a design2 leads
to a simpler design with less opportunity for
difficult-to-predict failures resulting from emergent
complexity.3

IV. CURRENT STATUS & THE FUTURE
A. Current Status
Since receiving the support of the ASRP, the
team has strengthened relationships with Antarctic
operators and finalised the mission objectives for
IceLink-1.
Project milestones are also well in hand with
demonstration system design nearing completion. A
detailed design review is scheduled for later this
year. Planned risk-reduction activities are welladvanced, the rapid prototyping R&D facility
located at ANU Mt Stromlo is in development and
the satellite operations centre is nearing completion.
B. Future Work
The Antarctic Broadband consortium has the
skills and experience to execute the IceLink-1
demonstration mission. Design trades for the
operational constellation will be directed by the
performance and usage of IceLink-1. It is expected
that the consortium will then expand to add the
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